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QWith the current financial
stresses of the marketplace,

what alternatives do business
clients have to the “hourly rate”
billing model for legal fees?

A Businesses are continually
challenged to manage their

legal fees. Law firms have become
more agreeable to customizing fee
arrangements from the “hourly rate”
model. Examples of alternative models
include: (1) flat fee/ task billing; (2)
contingency or blended rates; or (3)
modified hourly billing.

In flat fee arrangement(s) counsel
performs specific legal work for a sum
certain. Contingency agreement(s)
provide counsel is paid an agreed
percentage upon completion of the
transaction or success of litigation.
Blended fee(s) reduce hourly rates in
consideration for also receiving a smaller
percentage of the client’s recovery from
the litigation or transaction. Modified
rate agreement(s) afford value where
the legal work concerns a large litigation
or transaction, and reduced rates are
offered for receiving the volume of work.

In these rough economic seas,
attorneys realize business clients
need effective legal representation
at reasonable cost(s) to stay afloat.
Therefore, companies should consider
alternative fee arrangements to manage
the inherent variable nature of legal fees.

Timothy Lyons is a
shareholder at Giordano,
Halleran & Ciesla, PC.
in the Litigation Practice
Area and can be reached
at tlyonshckiw.corn
or 732-741-3900.

in the Creative Economy
BY MICHAEL EDMONSON, PH.D., AND PETER ABRAMO, PH.I

The Information Economy, or Knowledge Economy, of the 1 980s and 1 990s has given
the more dynamic and accelerated environment in which we now live known as the CEconomy. Today’s Creative Economy is marked by significant advancements in commur
and technology that have transformed our economic model in a brief period of time.

Technology executives looking to commercialize their product are best served by undersi
the various Creative Economy dynamics. Executives also need to realize the impac
dynamics have on the stakeholder(s) they need to influence: angel investors, venture cap
clinical research organizations, insurance companies, healthcare providers, manufac
management candidates and marketing partners. Finally, technology executives need to
and, then avoid, the common marketing mistakes that others in their profession make.

Understanding the Various Creative Economy Dynamics
The information exchange rate has substantially increased during the last few years.
the Information Economy opened new avenues of acquiring information via the In
the Creative Economy has substantially increased the amount and exchange rate by
information is made available to people.

There is substantial increase in the number of information mediums now available.
new products and technologies empower people to distribute and obtain information
effectively and efficiently than in the Information Economy.

There is a continual increase in the number of products and services from which to choc
technology executive hopes to commercialize a product, then they must realize that compc
no matter how insignificant they may think they are, actually do exist. Understanding the i
that these three dynamics have is the second ingredient in developing a successful techt
commercialization plan.

The Impact of Creative Economy Dynamics
The three dynamics of the Creative Economy have resulted in two significant developmc

People have a difficult time deciding among the ever growing number of choices. In
situations, people have so much difficulty making a purchasing decision that they will som
choose not to purchase anything or make irrational purchasing decisions. This is import
recognize because in these situations the seller has limited or no impact on the purchasing de

There is an ever growing psychological burden placed on people as they seek to deciphei
information and messages being distributed through more advertising mediums. Techi
executives who hope to successfully commercialize their product and provide a return ot
investor’s financing need to not only understand these two impacts but they also need to d
a commercialization plan that addresses how they will do so.

Common Mistakes Technology Executives Make
In addition to the Creative Economy dynamics and their impact, technology exec
must also be cognizant of three common mistakes that their contemporaries make reg
marketing. First, they too often rely on the science and technology to tell their story. A S
common mistake is that technology executives fail to view marketing as real work and
start the marketing process, however limited it may be, far too late in the product develo
lifecycle. And, finally, a disconnect often exists across the different business documents c
by the technology executive. The business plan, investor presentation and other documents
to have a consistent and compelling story about the company and product so that the
powerful message is presented to each stakeholder involved.

Going forward, a successful commercialization strategy will require a knowledgeable exe
who is aware of the Creative Economy dynamics, realizes the impact of those dynamic
avoids the common marketing mistakes technology executives make. •

Michael Edmondson, Ph.D., and PeterAbramo, Ph.D. are the founders ofMEAPA, LLC,
a global training company. Visit www.meapa.com for more information.
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